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see if these Statements (if indeed they 
can be found) - are Universal in Scope & 
Application - do they moan that NO ONE

CRITICIZING* She was CRITICIZING the CRITICS. 
If she meant that NO ONE SHOULD EVER CRITI
CIZE ANYTHING AT ANY TILE - why did she 
CRITICIZE -? Why did she not practice 
what she Preaches- ? Or why do not tho 
General Conference men CEASE and DESIST 
from CRITICIZING - ? T'hy do they not 
practice what they Preach - ? Why do they 

A remains IN - in good and regular standing, hurl such Railing Accusations at the Critics' 
What is more - many more A*s come IN’to the 
Church - while your Kind arc put OUT, By' 
this sort of Programme - when will'Evil ever to Practice - ? Not for them - ? They are 
come to an End - ? Or who will bring it" to 
an End - ? Then - to add Insult to "Injury -

■lien the Actions, Teachings,**or Policies of 
the Church or it*s Leaders are called into 
Question - some one oiously intones: ‘‘Do 
not CRITICIZE!” ’Or - ”Do not CONDEMN*” 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
No one can say: ’’Do not CRITICIZE!”" without 
CRITICIZING. They are CRITICAL of your 
CRITICISM. The}' are doing what they avow 
should not be done: They are CRITICIZING J 
YOU* You were Critical of A. You felt*that 
A should CHANGE his’ways, he should bo Con
verted to the Truth. B attacks your'Criti
cism’of A - thus“'DEFENDING*'A and the Actions 
of A. B therefore takes the Position that" 
A does not need to Repent" - A doos not heed 
to Change - A does not need to be Converted. Criticize - by those very words SHE WAS 
But YOU are to be Converted - YOU are to 
CHANGE YOUR THINKING - YOU are to bo Blind, 
Deaf, and Dumb - as to what you Seo & Know.
Thus the Change - if any, must como about 
in YOU. Or else you are out of Court, You’ 
are out of your place - A is in his place. 
If you are not Silenced by this Attack - 
then you are in Danger of being put out.

o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-b-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
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O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O-O-O—O—O—O-O—O—O—0—0—O—O—O—O—0—0—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—0—0—o 
THE MEMBERS of tho Congregation - liked 
KD&A much more than Moses, Even after tho ' 
signal?, manifestation of God*s Erath in the'" 
ground opening up and swallowing KD&A'alivo 
into the Pit - early next Morning they '. 
came clamoring to the Tents of Moses and 
Aaron - declaring most emphatically that 
” Ye have killed the people of “the Lord!”"' 
A Hague broke out and took 14,000 of them, 
o-o-o-o-o-o
In all this - one thing should bo Clear: 
(I) KD&A CRITICIZED MOSES* And, equally 
clear: (2) MOSES CRITICIZED KD&A’
O-O-O-O-O-O
Conversely - if Sr. "hi to said NOT to

you, 
mg tho Congregation is HOLY - EVIRY OiE-' OF 
THEM*” So there, God had to speak to thorn 
in a Language that they could Understand - 
DEATH* Because instead of .AGREEING'with the 
CRITICISM OF MOSES - they turned around and 
CRITICIZED HIS CRITICISM’
e—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0-0—o

T'hy do they not cease CRITICIZING - ? Or 
is this only a Religion for some one else

Immune from the LAN - they are ABOVE LAW? 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-b-o-o-o-o-c-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 

you are Invariably told: ”Sr. White said so!”It is Timo to dismantle that Religion - 
see whore they obtained it" - see whether 
there really ARE such Statements in the"

o—o—o—0—0—o 
IN OTHER HORDS: ” 
What has happened unto you is because’of tho Testimonies as they^avow arc • there - and 
Testimonies of Jesus, Which call you to’ 
SILENCE* See ho Evil - Hoar no Evil - Do no 
Evil. I wonder if Noses did that at tho 
Golden Calf Worship - or Phihohas - or Elijah/SHOULD EVER. CRITICIZE WIDER ANY CIRCUIT 
Each and every one of whom went~FAR BEYOND . 
mere WORDS of CRITICISM* But they JUDGED’ 
And they SLEW - the Wicked-IN the Church, 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
I notice there were 3 men'who said,': ”D0 NOT 
CRITICIZE’” Their names were Norah., Dathan, 
and Abiram. They said:’ ”Tho Congregation is 
Holy - EVERY ONE OF THEM*” Therefore, of 
course - they needed only Praise - NOT K

” JUDGING” - ”Ye take too much upon 
ing tho Congregation is HOLY -

STANCES WHATSOEVER - ? That the very 
act of CRITICIZING is WORSE than the SIN 
vou were CRITICAL OF - J Could that be “so? 
O-o-o-o-o-o (SDA ISKISTPy. Oot.I966.p.4l) 

1 Or -were those Statements SELECTIVE - ?
Did they , only apply to certain REOHE at

1 a certain TITE under certain CIRCUISTAITCES, 
that THOSE people, at THAT Time, on that 

. - certain ISSUE - SHOULD NOT CRITICIZE - ’
• Tiith 311 • Coiad THAT bo tho MEANING of tho Term?

see- What a difference THAT would" males,if this 
Sword-Point, wore, only pointed ONE-WAY J 
To tho DOERS and SUPPORTERS of an Evil - 
Work - that THEY’are the ones that SHOULD 
•NOT CRITICIZE - * How many need to Know 
tho Answer"to' this Question! A Question' 
that can determine your Eternal Destiny!



u

the Sinner - SILENCE means that Sin and 
Sinners shall INCREASE'and GRCrr~-’wax 
STRONG - and take over. If every one is to 
"HUSH J" and be STRUCK DUMB in the face of 
Evil - surely NO ONE will have any Sins’ to 
CONFESS - and the function of a Minister 
means to MINISTER TO SIN - ’ Uhich has ’ 
what KD&A did. They were Church-Leaders. 
They employed the latest in PSYCHOLOGY. 
They could win"Friends and they could in
fluence people. In fact - the entire Congre
gation was on their Side. They”wore not near 
as good as they thought they wore,"The man 
they Hated - wa.s the man that saved their 
lives. He CRITICIZED & he CONDEMNED them’ 
Yet he was a Friend of God. You nay HATE 
this Truth - you may’IGNORE this Truth - 
yet it remains TRUTH. That there is SIN’IN 
THE CAMP - and it is the DUTY of some to

THE FRIEND OF GOD.
"THE TRIEND OF GOD.” Such men APPROVE 
that which God APPROVES - and--CONDEMN 
that which God CONDEMNS." T4?6I5.
o-o-o-o-o-o
"The popular

2- ( '191.) VJEBSTER defines CRITICIZE means 
to"EXAMINE and JUDGE." ERBSTER defines 
CONDEMN means to "ADJUDGE." 
O-O-O-O-O-O 
Much could be said about the Fine-Points of 
either "CRITICIZING" or, and -"COHDEIRIEG." 
when does to "EXHORT with all long-suffer
ing and Doctrine" - when docs that leave 
off and become "CRITICIZING?" And when does 
"CRITICIZE" leave off and become’ "CONDEMN
ING?" Or how far will "NOT TO" bo Critical 
go to putting a Stop to all "CRYING ALOUD 
AND SPARING NOT" - and thus” cancel out any 
chance for anyone to receive the .SEAL OF 
TEE LIVING GOD - ?
O-O-O-O-O-O 
"THE PLAIN STRAIGHT TESTIMONY must live in 
the Church, or the CURSE OF GOD will rest 
upon His people as surely as it did upon • 
Ancient Isreal because of their’Sins."T35269. 
o-o-o-o-o-o
"If the LEADERS of the Church neglect"to 
diligently search out the Sins... they be
come RESPONSIBLE for these Sins."(Same.) 
o-o-o-o-o—o

it appear LESS’ AGGRAVATING to the mind 
of the Offender - are doing the Work of 
the FAL.SE PROPHETS... The False Prophet 
CDIDEPiNED Jeremiah for afflicting the 
people with his severe denunciations;
and he sought to REASSURE THEM by promis
ing them PROSPERITY." TZ:I85.
O—O—O—O-O—O-O-O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O 
Here we have two clear-cut Examples of 
CONDEMNING. The FALSE PROHET'CONDEIEED 
and’the TRUE.’ PROPHET CONDEL®ED.’ Should 
there have been NO CONDEMNATION on the 
part of either one - or should a man of 
God CONDEMN - ? And should the ones in 
Error - be the ones to HOLD THEIR PEACE? 
And is that the ONLY Time and are they 

, the ONLY ones to whom Sr. •■■hito said - 
' that THEY (the ones on the WRONG SIDE’) 
‘ wore the ones - the ONLY ones - that
should neither CONDEMN nor CRITICIZE nor 
JUDGE - not do ANYTHING but hold their 
Peace - ? Is this the True Understanding 
of this Subject - ? And should we Study 
it further with this Object in View - ? 
o-o-o-o-o-o

■ "...but this "'Message docs not in every 
particular coincide with the ideas of 
all the LEADING LEN, and some CRITICIZE 
the MESSAGE & the MESSENGERS. THEY dare 
even to Reject the Lords of Reproof sent 
to THEM from God through His Holy Spirit." 
"...To ACCUSE & CRITICIZE those whom God 
is using is to ACCUSE & CRITICIZE'the 

Point it out - & for others NOT TO CRITICIZE’ Lord RHO HAS SENT THEM." TH 465-6.
0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0

"The popular Sins & Indulgences' of our 
day SHOULD BE CONDEMNED." T4?396.
O-O-O—O—O—O—O—O-O-O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O 

tuo examples -
To High-Light what we have been saying 
so far - we have two Examples?
(I) "There were two other False Prophets
- Ahab & Zedekiah, who prophecied LIES 
in the name of the Lord. These men Pro
fessed to be Holy Teachers; but their 
lives were CORRUPT, and they were Slaves 
to the pleasures of Sin. The Prophet of 
God had C01WEINED the evil course of 
these men." T4?I73. 
o-o-o-o-o-o
Here we see that the Prophet of God - 
who SAW the SINS and the EVIL COURSE of 
these men - CONDEMNED them. This was a 
Prophet”of God - JEREMIAH. Now we will 
turn and see another Kind of CONDEMNING. 

'JMAPK THIS POINT I7ITH CAPE: Those who’ receive (2) "Those who seek to CLOAK SIN and maize 
the pure Mark of Truth, wrought in them by 
the Power of the Holy Ghost, represented by 
a Mark by the man in linen, are those that 
"SIGH AND THAT CRY for AIL the Abominations 
that be done" IN THE CHURCH... But the 
GENERAL SLAUGHTER of ALL those who do not 
thus see...(shall) BEGIN at My Sanctuary. 
"THE LACDIGFAN CHURCH" - T3:267. A2’:Z9. 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
It is the PRIMARY DUTY of a Minister to 
point out Sin. Because without tho~COP!FES- 
SION of Sin - there is no Forgivohess^ This 
is the A-B-C of the Sanctuary Service. To 
merely SILENCE every voice that Reproves



■

anyone of being an ‘’ACCUSER OF THE' BRETHREN.’1 declare it me'ans what then - 
0—0—O—O—O—O 
Continuing reading in the Book ‘HEESTII'ONIES 
TO MINISTERS” - the Book that wo wore told, 
was NOT studied in the SEMINARY CLASS(J) - 
let us CONTINUE considering the Condition ■,

And what do ... ____ _ , __ _ .__  A „
- ? Or STILL full of Scventh-day‘ • Expressions of Love .to God. (3). He cannot

ACCUSING THE FORNICATORS.
.From the Pen of Inspiration - 
Do you believe these Words - ?
o-o-o-0-0-0
“Will this SEAL be put upon the IP TUBE in 
mind, the FORNICATOR, the ADULTERER, ’the 
man who covets his neighbors WIFE?...

of them. Who are the “BRETHREN?” 
o-o-o-o-o-o
This question was asked of Christ. And' He 
did not point to the Priests of the Old 
Church when He answered that Question. He 
pointed to the Outcasts of Isreal - His' 
Disciples. While of the Old Church Leaders 
He said their Father was the Devil.
O-O-O-O-O-O
In 1868 “I was shown the state of Godfs 
professed people... I saw but FH7 who stood 
in the Light... Men who stand in very ro

of them.” TM 446-7.
O-O-O-O—o—o
From the above we see a Picture extent in 
the Leadership of the’Church - as it was 
in the Days of Christ. Yet these are the 
men that are Brazen enough to ask"us - 
nay, to demand us to recognize■them as the 
“HIGHEST AUTHORITY THAT GOD HAS ON EARTH.” 
And that those who FOLLOW them will be 
CERTAIN of Salvation. “And knowest hot 
that thou art WRETCHED and NAKED and BLIND1!

of the Church-Leaders of our Day - to see 
if they, -too - will Slink away if there be 
any Writing in the Sand. We now come to 
the "Picture of the SEALING as Recorded in 
TM 446. And what do we find? The Church , Prayers (2) that He cannot offer up your' “PURIFIED” - " " —--- a - * ... ,T- .-- <
Adventist “FORNICATORS” - ? ' endorse your Teaching of His Word...

* • f + . • s • < v *:»«>•

' - SHEWN OUT -
I have seen Seminary Graduates standing 
in the Pulpit - Wrestling away with the 
possible meaning of “SHEWN OUT” - trying 
to find some Loop-Hole - some Translation, 
some Excuse to Believe'that it might mean 
otherwise than it says. For if it means 
what it says, and says what it means - 
then the Myth - the Bubble that this is 
the ONLY people’ - the ONLY Leadership - 
and Salvation depends on YOU following 
THEM - then they would have you - 
o-o-o-o-o-o
But what- if it means what the Testimonies

• ? And with 
all this Wrestling and Theorizing and 
Supposing, in that large Church - why was 
there- NOT ONE - that knew about the True 
Meaning - ? Or was he AFRAID to speak up - 
lest he be found “ACCUSING” or “CONDEMNING” 
or “CRITICIZING” some I.fythical”BRETHREN?”

" O—0—O'-o— o—o
“The figure of spewing out 'of His Mouth 
means(i) that He cannot offer up your ’

3- (191) ACCUSE. “ '
We see from the foregoing Statement WHO is 
the “ACCUSER OF THE BRETHREN’ - it was some 
of the “LEADING MT.” 

ACCUSERS OF THE BRETHREN.
Before anyone can be an “ACCUSER” of the 
Brethren - the first Requirement is to find 
the “BRETHREN” - before one can be an Accuser God has shown me that AT THE VERY TIME 

that the Signs of the Times are being 
fulfilled around us, when we hear, as it 
were, the tread of the Hosts of Heaven 
fulfilling their Mission, MEN of Intelli
gence, MEN in Responsible Positions, WILL 
BE PUTTING ROTTEN TIMBERS in their Character 
Building, MATERIAL which is consumable in 
the day of God, and which will decide them 
to be UNFIT TO ENTER the Mansions above., . 
THEY HAVE REFUSED TO LET GO the Filthy^.?'\ ; - 
garments, THEY have dung to them as if 
they were .of precious value. THEY will lose 

sponsible positions at the Heart of the Work Heaven and an‘'Eternity of Bliss on account 
are ASLEEP. SATAN HAS PARALYZED THEM... and 
they are so completely deceived that they 
know not that it is he.” T2:439,440* 
0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
In case there are those who -think that the 
World' and the Church are getting Better and 
Better - and the above Testimony docs not 
apply now, here is one that applies now: 

"MANY will stand' IN OUR PULPITS" with 
the Torch of False' Prophecy in their hands, 
kindled from the Hellish Torch of Satan.”' 
o-o-o-o-o-o TM 409,410. o-o-o-o-o-o
Reading further in the *same’ Book - we find 
out WHY they are in the condition the Scal
ing Angel finds them -"it is "bccdiiso they 
are ‘’FORNICATORS.« TM 426-8,431,433 - . 
O-O-O-O-O-O -v 
This goes on page after page. TM 170 
tells us the MISSIONARIES in the'IISSIEON' 
FIELDS - are the same Kind. You could say 
anything you like about that Kind - and you 
would NOT « you COULD NOT - be Accusing any 
“BRETHREN.” So the first' thing to do - be
fore you stand up in Defense of a Whore- 
Monger in charge of the. Church - is to ask 
IF he is a “BRETHREN” - before you ACCUSE



this I know, for the General Conference 
toilsome so.”

Member and every Sabbath-School and every 
Sermon with: “DO NOT CONDEMN J" ' Because, 
presumedly: "SR. WHITE SAID SO™ 
00-0-0-0-0
- wonder how many will BEAD what Sr. White 
DID say - ? And I wonder how MANY or how 
FEW will write in and ask for that INDEX to 
be Revised and Completed so we'can find all 
the "CONDEMNING” Statements and follow them 
up for themselves £ to Understand^ NOT from 
the Mnd.of the Theologian trained like a 
Barrot to imitate certain SLCGAI-S and WORDS, than make a PROFESSION and at the same 

time indulge appetites which strengthen 
UNHOLY PASSIONS; God.-., calls for DECIDED 
REFORMATION.” A4:ZI5-6. R&H. May 27,1902. 
(This wart not good enough to be quoted 
in "I.y'lIFE TODAY” p.lZl. Because "MX DIRE 
TODAY” does not go along with such senti
ments or convictions. For the LEADING KEN 
have ’’AUTHORIZED” POISONOUS DRUGS - and 

■ are- they not "THE VOICE CF GOD?” 
o-o-o-o-o-o

FROM "MINISTRY CF HEALING” page 126-7:
o-o-o-o-o-o
"A practise that is LAYING THE FOUNDATIONS 
of a vast amount of DISEASE and of EVEN 
MORE SERIOUS EVILS, is the free use of 
POISONOP’S DRUGS...
o-o-o-o-o-o

be found or could be used - to express a 
more complete DENUNCIATION, CONDEMNATION, 
ACCUSATION, JUDGMENT, complete and 
total DOOM - than the above Words - ?
0—0—0—0—0—0
I wonder who could read the above Words & 
find in them cause for Rejoicing that they 
belong to a Spewn-out Church and its Spewn- 
out Leadership - ?
0—0—0—0—0—0
I wonder if that is why that Kind of a 
Leadership - a Spewn-out Leadership - are 
so arxious to fill every Church and every

by whose Tradition the Word of God is made' 
of non-effect. For there is NOTHING in the 
Word of God PLAINER than what "SHEWN OUT” 
means. And anyone CROOKED enough to find 
any other meaning than the Meaning given 
in the Book of Revelations by the "TREE 
WITNESS" Himself - that CROOKED land could 
also manage to Twist “NOT TO USE'DRUGS" - 
to USING them J And then PRAY for God’s 
Richest Blessing on his USE CF THEM - ’ 
But the above Testimony shows just how High- THE VOICE OF GOD; "DRUGS DO NOT CURE 
that Prayer will goj DISEASE... the Drug only CHANGES the’FORM
o-o-o-o-o-o ' • ■ and LOCATION of the Disease.” MH 126,
Having the SALE effect as ALCOHOL - and many o-o-o-o-o-o 
being IN FACT ALCOHOLS: some of the newer THE VOICE CF; WASHINGTON: "DRUGS CURE..;’ • 
Drugs and Antibiotics - cause mon to bo 
what the above Testimonies were speaking 
about - "FORNICATORS J” Ask any Law-Enforce- o-o-o-o-o-o 
ment Officer what is the WORST thing in all ‘ "Christ foretold- that the going forth of

DECEIVERS would be accompanied with more 
Danger to His Disciples than would PERSECU
TION. This WARNING, is repeated several 
times.'.-SEDUCERS, with their SCIENTIFIC 
problems, -were■to bo guarded against MORE 
CAREFULLY THAN ANY OTHER PERIL THAT, THEY-. “ 
WOULD MEET... unless BELIEVERS are on their 
guard, the ENEMY, DISGUISED as an Angel...

4- (*191.)
(z) He cannot endorse your Spiritual Work 
IN ANYWISE. (5) He CANNOT present your 
Religious Exercises with the request'that 
GRACE BE GIVEN YOU.”(Arranged from T6:408.) 
O-O-O-O-O-O 
I wonder what could be more all-inclusive 
than the above - ? I wonder what'l’ords could "The POISONS contained in many so-called 

remedies CREATE HABITS and Appetites that 
mean RUIN to both Soul and Body.... act a 
part in LAYING THE FOUNDATION (are you 
Guilty of laying the Foundation?) of the 
LIQUOR HABIT, the OPIUM HABIT, the MORPHINE 
HABIT, that are' so terrible a CURSE to 
Society." MH 126-7.o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o—o-o-o-o—0-0—o—o—o 
"The FAILURE TO FOLLCW sound principles 
has marred the history of God’s people. 
There has been a continual backsliding in 
Health Reform... Shall we who have had 
such groat opportunities allow the people 
of the World TO GO IN ADVANCE OF US in 
Health Reform?... Shall we live such un- 
christiarilike lives that the Saviour will 
be ASHAMED to call us "BRETHREN" - ? 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
"Shall we not rather do that Medical Ms- 
sionary Work which is the Gospel in prac
tice, living in such a way that the Peace 
of God can rule in our Hearts?...

FAR BETTER GIVE UP 
"FAR BETTER GIVE UP the Name of Christian

the Earth - he will tell you it is DRUGS, 
Did you know that DRUGS lead to DRUGS 1- ? 
And to FORNICATION - ? ' ' -
o-o-o-o-o-o : ? , r • *.'
’(I wonder if they took' this OUT of the. NEW, 
STREAMLINED, IMPROVED, CONDENSED VERSION of 
"Ministry of Healing" - ? I wonddrif they 
had the Nqrve? As in other Books..



5- C49I.) '
of Light, will lead them into False Paths..” 
“...to remove if possible the Old’Landmarks 
of Truth committed to God’s people. He tries 
to make it appear as if the Lord contradicts . 
Himself... Men who PRETEND to have'been 
taught of God, will ADOPT fallacious’Theories, 
and in their Teaching will so adorn these 
fallacies as to bring in SATANIC DELUSIONS. 
... THESE FALSE PROPHETS WILL HAVE TO BE 
MET." (Will YOU have your Part in MELTING 
THEM?) Ev.359,360. 
o-o-o-o-o-o
Today we see SEMINARY GRADUATES such as 
BRINSMEAD-PESTES# and Writers in the RLH - 
down-grading the LAW and the~POSSIBILITY of 
keeping it (while at the same time they 
will do an about-face and say it'is "EASY 
AND NATURAL” -> this is the Mystery of Ini
quity*. )thcy are becoming LOUD ard VOCAL, 
with barely ANY to OPPOSE them - 
0—0—O—O—0—0 
about something called “FAITH” and that 
“WITHOUT WORKS” - or “FAITH INSTEAD OF BY 
WORKS” (this last invented long ago by that 
Chief DRUG-MOGOL by the name of DANIELLS -

Church. COR IS. “It was NOT by Works,”"p.16. 
”CEASE from our own Works, Efforts, and 
Struggles.” p*20.) 
o-o-o-o-o-o
“When the Law of God is made’VOID, the 
Church will be sifted by fiery Trials, and 
a LARGER PROPORTION THAN WE NOW ANTICIPATE.. 
WILL GIVE HEED TO SEDUCING’ SPIRITS AND 
DOCTRINES GF DEVILSo« Ev.36l.

THEREFORE:
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—b—o—o—b—o 
We are bringing out the Great Principles of 
the Reformation - notto bow to PIONEERS of 
the Church, or FATHERS of the Church •. but 
BOW TO THE TRUTH, which alone can Save any 
Man - any Woman, any Child: 
b-o-o-o-o-o
“THE GREAT PRINCIPLE maintained by these 
REFORMERS - the same that had been held by 
the Waldenses, by Wycliffe, by John Huss, 
by Luther, Zwingle, and those who united 
with them - was the INFALLIBLE. AUTHORITY of 
the Holy Scriptures as a Rule of FAITH ard 
PRACTICE. (Read carefully!) 
o-o-o-o-o-o
“They DENIED the right of Popes, Councils, 
Fathers, and Kings, to control the Conscience The 
in matters of Religion.” GC 249. 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-b-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o
See how some JESUIT fixed this up -

" See the DIFFERENCE in the ORIGINAL 1884 
GC p.I73 sec also 172. (Willie White’s 
book p.248.) .

UNWISE SYMPATHY
‘JThose who by UNWISE SYMPATHY ENCOURAGE 
MEN IN REBELLION, when their self-love 
is smarting beneath merited REPROOF - 
ARE NOT*THE FRIENDS OF GOD, the Great 
Reprover. God will send REPROOF & WARN- 

. ING to His people as long as they con
tinue upon Earth, 

o-o-o-o-o-o
“Those who valiantly take their position 
ON THE RIGHT SIDE, who ENCOURAGE SUBMISS
ION to God’s revealed will and STRENGTHEN 
OTHERS' in their EFFORTS to put away their 
wrong-doings, ARE THE TRUE FRIENDS OF THE 
LCRD, who in Love is trying to correct 
the Errors of His people, that He may 
WASH them and, CLEANSING them from every 
defilement, FIT them for His Holy Kingdom’! 
o-o-o-o-o-o T4:I80,I8I.

' “THE FRIEND OF GOD.” Such men APPROVE 
that which God APPROVES, and CONDEMN that 
which God CONDEMNS." T4:6I5.
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
THE FRIENDS OF GOD - 
THE FINAL CRISIS -
is the Church so PURE that only “WOLVES” 

President of the Seventh-day Adventist ' in Sheep’s Clothing will meet and attack 
the Sins of the Figuhrs - ? or Nichols -? 
0—0—0-0-0—O
“IN THE CLOSING WORK OF GOD IN THE EARTH, 
the Standard of His Law will be exalted. 
False Religion may prevail, Iniquity 
abound, the Love of many wax Cold... 
but in the Hour of greatest Peril the 
God of Elijah WILL raise up human instru
mentalities to bear a Message THAT WILL 
NOT BE SILENCED... the Voice of stern 
REBUKE will be heard. BOLDT. Y will men of 
God’s appointment DENOUNCE the Union of 
THE CHURCH with THE WORLD.” A&:3SI-2. • 
R&H. Nov.20,1913. (see how this was messed 
up in your PK 186-7, Three “MAE”’s'ADDED! 
Because they Hope it MAY NOT BE - J But 
the DENOUNCING and the VOICE' GF STERN 
REBUKE - WILL “NOT BE SILENCED’” Oh, yes! 
They may silence YOU - they may silence 

, IE - but the God of the REBUKE and of 
the MESSAGE - lives on and He will raise 
up OTHER PASSENGERS - for the MESSENGERS 

. GO ON - even with DEATH & Hague around 
. the EARTH. The PASSAGE & the MESSENGERS 

go on. Never fear about that. It is the 
Word of God - the Warning must be given*

i Warning NOT to Depend on “THE CHURCH” 
that has become married to “THE WORLD.” ) 
O** O” prT” o o 
“The World must not be introduced into 
the Church, and MARRIED TO THE CHURCH, 
forming a Bond of UNITY. THROUGH THIS 
means THE CHURCH will become indeed CORRUPT
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that it was agreed should be included:) 
o-o—o-o-o-o-o-o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 

CONDEMN

HATE .
O-Q-O-O-O-O-O

It is a Blessed thing to CONDEMN.
It is a Blessed thing to HATE.
It is a Gift of the Holy Spirit.

It is only those who CONDE MN such vain 
and false HOPES - that are FRIENDS of 
God and of man. Noah CONDEMNED the World. . ■. 
Christ CONDEMNED the Church. The Apostles 
CONDEMNED any who remained in JERUSALEM. • 
In each and every case - the only Hopes 
of anyone - was to heed that CONDEMNATION^ 
Ohly Bigots, Fools, and Fanatics will 
refuse to Listen and go on Blindly be
lieving a LIE. Believing it will not be 
O-O-O-O-O-O so.
’’For without arc Dogs, and Sorcerers, & 
WHOPEI’.'LNGERS, and Murderers, and Idolaters, 
and WHOSOEVER LOVETH & MAKETH A LIE." 
"I Jesus have sent mine Angel to TESTIFY 
unto you THESE THINGS in the Churches." 
o-o-o-o-o-o Rev.22si5-6.
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 
(At this Point this Paper was to be com
pleted. But we wrote something on Aug.6

O-O-O-O-O-O—0—0—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—O—0—0—O—0 
Everyone LOVES - and everyone HATES.
Only some are Sly enough to pretend other
wise. The Jews PRETENDED that they were 
the “Sons of Abraham" - they had not only 
CHURCH affiliation but BLOOD affiliation, 
yet Christ told them they were the'Off
spring of their Father - the Devil, 
o-o-o-o-o-o
They did not LOVE that CONDEMNATION - 
they HATED it o Had they BELIEVED that 
CONDEMNATION & JUDGMENT of the Son of 
God, they would have LEFT that City, 
LEFT that Church - to its just Fate. 
And thereby Saved their own ’ Soul s • But 
they LOVED - the Wrong thing, and HATED - 
the Right'thing. They did not LOVE the’- 
only Way of-Escape - LEAVE THAT CHURCH* - 
Which’was what Justification by Faith' 
meant to Luther and the other Reformersi 
A Church gone Bad-has no hold on anyone. 
Far from saving others - it cannot- save 
itself. It*s day of Grace is past.

6- (
and as stated in the Revelation, "a cage of 
every unclean and hateful bird."... The 
Worldling is ever on the watch to CRITICIZE 
and ACCUSE those who serve God..I They are'

forward to many years of worldly pros
perity,- THEN, SUDDENLY - as the Lighten
ing flashes from the Heavens, will come 
the END of THEIR BRIGHT 'VISIONS and de-

* lusive HOPES." GC 339,464,655. EW 139.
DEADLY ENEMIES to those who Belibve".llTM 265-6.0-0-0-0-0-0 
(See how this Testimony was Weakened and 
Watered down- from the ORIGINAL in.A3:233 - 
compare TM 267 with this:) 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
"It was the WORLD that Crucified the Lord... 
to gratify the Malice of the JINS... They 
HATED him because he CONDEMNED all Guile, . 
FROWNED upon every unholy practice, and 
REBUKED their self-seeking POLICY and LOVE 
of Supremacy. PILATE(the Head of the Nation) 
... gratified the ENMITY of the JEF’S. (The HEAD of the CHURCH,)" See A3:233.'feSH.
Feb.26,1695. (A UNION of Church and State.) 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
As we see Seventh-day Adventists becoming 
Louder and Louder in their Acclaim of State 
Officials, seeking’ earnestly for PilateTs 
Approval and Accrediting of their Programmes 
a Sickening Example at the last General 
Conference Session where they’.called on LB J 
to please take Notice of their Meeting - 
speaking of that Kind as they seek to EXPEL 
Members of the Church: 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
"The Decisions of unjust JUDGES~vd.II be of 
NO ACCOUNT in the Court of Heaven..• As 
surely as men in Responsible Positions be
come LIFTED UP in their own estoomj and act 
as though they were to LORD IT over their 
Brethren, they will render Decisions which ' You cannot do it by yourself.
HEAVEN CANNOT RATIFY." A3:,2Z8. April 16,1895. It’ is GRACE - given by Christ Himself.- - 
o-o-o-o-o-o <
The fact that the Majority WANT the Church 
to be Married to the State - is that not 
one voice that we know of - has been raised 
to OBJECT to this COURTSHIP of the World - 
going to the KINGS OF THE EARTH, 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
It is Amusing, if not Nauseating - to hand 
an Adventist a Statement to road -'to road 
his Face as he reads the Statement. You 
need not say a word - just Watch his ex
pression. You might as well hand him a 
Deadly Snake - for he vail push this away 
like it is one. - Wishing, no doubt - that 
he had never seen it, and will blame YOU 
and Condemn YOU, for this: 
o-o-o-o-o-o 
"When the PROFESSED PEOPLE,OF GOD are ’UNIT- 
ING WITH THE WORLD, living as they live,. .& 
joining wifsh them in forbidden'pleasure;

- when the LUXURY of the E WORLDFbccpmcs^ ther 
LUXURY of the CHURCH; when the marriage 
bells are Chiming, and ALL are looking
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ing the greatest Incentive for ,Livingthe Ark -believing in the CONDEMNATION - ;

can best be: developed by choosing your

In time. The Spirit of God is present to 
s Convict the Soul with HATRED,of Evil and 
LOVE for Good. One as necessary as the 

im-

to learn to HATE,

Associates. AVOID those who frequent the 
Drinking Saloons. Do not let your Children 
go to their Homes, Or else you are Toying 
with Danger. Playing with Fire « a Fire 
that will Burn your House down.

A GODLY HAN. •
A man that could bring' this out in Language 
that is Defined - not Refined so much that

I sb

7- C$91) ,L OV E ?
In the Days of Noah the Popular Preachers 
said the "Love" of God was shed abroad

Fate worse than Death.
Q-O-O-O-O-O
That Degraded Crew down in the Beer Parlor 

throughout the"Land. That all who went into would have you believe that you are miss- 
the Ark -believing in the CONDEMNATION - ; ing the greatest Incentive for Living; 
did not Understand the "Love11 of God. PP 96, That 5 o1 clock.Whistle that causes the'

Factory Doors to spring open and a Swarm 
of men head for the only Heaven they will 
ever know. The Place where more Lies are 
told, more Boasting is heard, more Dirty 
Stories are*repeated, more Crimes are 
plotted, more Accidents originated, more 
Adultery born, more Fires started - 
STATISTICS conclusively prove that 90p of 
all Crime, Violence, Fornication, Fires, 
Insurrection, Deft ctive Off-spring -

o-o-o-o-o-o
The Message of Korah, Dathan, and Abiram 
was the same - "the Congregation is Holy - 
EVERY ONE OF THEM’" The False Message* of 
Love is STILL the Message of the False 
Prophets who prophesy falsely saying: 
“Peace, peace -" when there is no cause 
for Peace.

LOVE & HATE
Both Love and Hate are Entities that can 
be used by every Human Being. You are largely have their Birth from a Bottle or a Pill. 
Responsible if not Absolutely responsible 
for what you LOVE and for what you HATE, 

DRINKING'
No decent person in the World will deny 
that the Beer-Parlor and all it represents
- is a thing that is better HATED - than 
to be LOVED. It is largely, if not completely JUDGE
- a matter of your own Will - if you decide 
to LOVE it or to HATE it. 
o-o-o-o-o-o
For Women it is the Door to Harlotry. This 
is not often mentioned in the Religious 
Tracts against ALCOHOLISM - what it doos to 
Women, to Girls. The Gift of God, the Gift 
of Fresh Innocence, the Bloom of Virgin!ty- 
is gone. She becomes Loud' and Vulgar. Once 
inside those Doors, the Mellow Wine becomes 
a wonderful Leveler - it brings all down to 
a common Level, Through the glazed eyes of 
Drink1- many a man married a "Beauty" - but 
after he Sobered up -he saw what hb got - 
or what got himThen it-was too late. Like 
some Churches — Whited"Sepulchres, ‘ 
indeed without - but full of Corruption 
within. , VALUES ~ . 
Sometimes it takes very little to Balance 
one’s Values. Just as easily as turning a 
Steering-Wheel to the Left instead of to 
the Right. To find the Right Way requires 
a Chart & Determination. "By the Grace of 
God I determine to go the Right Way."

‘ 0 F G 0 D ,  _____
the Privilege, and the Com- all the Edge of the Sword is Blunted

Fight it has no Effect - but Effectively pierce 
to the very Bones & Marrow in obtaining 
CONVICTION - such a man is surely Called 
of God to do Yeoman Service to the House
hold of Faith. To turn them from Evil Ways.

M E N 
It is the Duty, ■ 
mission of Men of God to Point out the R:*_* 
Way. In so doing they have to Point out the 
Wrong Way. You cannot successfully combat 
ALCOHOLISM & SMOKING by "Dealing in tho 
Positive" -../Lt is a great Help - and tho 
Strongest Weapon of all - to deal in tho 
NEGATIVE. Dealing in the NEGATIVE gives the 
Honest Soul a THRILL, How near ho came to 
losing his own Soul J Now in Appreciation he other. "It is the GRACE that Christ im- 
must do something to Save others from a plants in the Soul which creates in man

o-o—o-o-o-o
It is a thing to turn from with Horror - 
IF one has the Right Education. The Edu
cation one should' obtain in Church. But 
most Churches are Dead on the Subject. 
They are afraid to CRITICIZE, CONDEMN, or

. And so tho Devil has a Field-day."’ 
He reaps a Bumper-Crop - right inside the 
Church' walls. That Social Glass, that tho 
Preacher said would do nc Harm to take - 
(he took it himself) - did something to 
tho Natural Protective Barrier that God 
placed in the Heart of every Girl. Now 
she can Repent with bitter Tears - but" 
she must still carry the Burden and the 
Shame - to her Dying Day. It still goes 
on after that - in the Family. That is tho 
Price - of one Drink too many.
o-o-o-o-o-o
Properly'understood - the first one is one 
too many. What-is the Safety-Valve? It is

1 in. time. HATE the conse- 
Bcautiful quences. Learn, to LOVE your. Liberty. This



- as.Bigoted & Prudish, "Going to ^xtremcs"-. 
"Fanatical." A Company’ to be avoided. The - 
Drunkard is much more Broad-Minded. Drink
ers seem to be Happier & Freer in their 
Associations. It is when one looks BEHIND 
the Scenes that one discovers the WRECKS 
of their Society that they would fain keep 
hidden from View. The man that can Swell 
most Expansively at the Bar, may'bo the 
very man that needs to be Watched the most 
- during his Working Heirs. Lest he cut' 
Corners, pass Inferior Work, Steal - and 
Influence others to do the same, until the 
whole institution is Affected.'Thon look 
into his Home - how do his Wife & Children 
fare? Are. they only RENTING - living from 
Pay-Check to Pay-Check? Behind the Scenes 
is where you see no Good come out of any 
Bottle. It is the Duty of a linister to 
EXPOSE the DARKEST Corners of the Traffic. 
To Ignore this - i.s to Endorse the Evil,.. 
One good NEGATIVE Sermon should Shako" up 
a yotmg Boy or Girl - to last’ them for Life, the Evil, That FALSE STIP/IULANTS leave a 
The Arrows of CONVICTION driven’deeply into 
the Heart - so the Bottle is Shunned'* ,. 
and that FOREVER. This is why the Devil & 
his Agents tell Preachers NOT to deal in 
the NEGATIVE. Every man of God from the 
beginning of Time - DIDJ It is his Strong
est Weapon, "THOU SHALT NOT!" 

THE ULTIMATE.
The Ultimate in Christian Education 
Teaching .people how to AVOID Drink • 
deal in Diet...

CHURCHES.
It is easy to get Associated in a Church 
Fellowship where Social Drinking is en
couraged, made Light of - passed off as 
Innocent and a Joke.
o-o-o-o-o-o
It is Understandable that a young Boy or 
Girl could come over to a Church that 
CONDEMNS these things, will not allow any 
Smoking or Drinking - and look upon them

HIDDEN HUNGER.
A Horse, a Hog, or a Cow - will be seen 
licking on Clay Walls, at once the Farmer 
knows that something is LACKING in the 
System, Because something has been lack
ing in the Diet. So he gets some balanced 
Mineral Supplements - or obtains Hay and 
Grain raised on better Land, and the Lack 
is supplied, the Animal loses its Hidden 
Hunger. If only man would thus Reason 
with his own needs.

STARVING ON A FULL STOMACH, 
Only a very small Class of informed people 

Operation of a Principle wholly from "above." know that the Drunkard & Smoker has a 
GC 505-6,210. A5J235. SM 1:254. T5sI46, "B2'S."Hidden Hunger" gnawing at his Innards, 
o-o-o-o-o-o MM 143-4* the lack in his System driving him to

Drink. The unfortunate Son of a Wealthy 
and Famous Family - has become a Human 
Derelict - going around picking up Bottles- 
Sleeping in the Gutter, because of the 
unquenchable Fire buAng in his Insides, 
driving him to more & more Drink to try 
to satisfy that Hidden Hunger;

TRUE SCIENCE.
True Science in recent Years has demon
strated that Alcoholism & Mental Cases -' 
have constituents MISSING from the Blood. 
■•This knowledge originated in Sweden - and 
has been proven in the University of B.C, 
We have a letter from them - that Blood 
.and Urine Tests reveal a LACK.
o—o—0—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
Could Drink CAUSE this by Leaching and 
thus ADD to the Burden? A vicious Circle, 
o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o—o 
Could a poor, ignorant Woman - unlearned 
in basic Dietetics & Cookery - be throw
ing the Minerals, Vitamins, & Enzymes 
down the Drain - or Cooking them away into 
the Air - and thus be the CAUSE of her- 
Husband1 s run-away Drunkeness - ? (And the . 
Church she goes to merely clucks at the 
Sad turn of Events? Or, Worse r puts him 
on DRUGS - so he goes MORE Mental and 
MORE Drunken - ? As so vividly portrayed 
in "HOf^ TO LIVE" - the VERBOTEN,BOOK by 
Ellen & James White’ That FALSE STIP.OLANTS 
NEVER. DO ANY GOOD but merely Aggravate

8- ( <E9I)
ENMITY against Satan. WITHOUT THIS CONVICT
ING GRACE and Renewing POWER (how many are 
asking for THIS Kind of POWER. - ?) man 
would CONTINUE the Captive of Satan, a 
Servant ever ready to do his bidding. But 
the NEW PRINCIPLE in the Soul creates 
CONFLICT where hitherto had been Peace, The 
POWER which Christ IMPARTS, enables man to 
RESIST the Tyrant and Usurper. Whoever is 
seen to ABHOR sin instead of LOVING it, 
whoever RESISTS and CONQUERS'those PASSIONS 
that have held sway within, displays the

REACTION and' a LET-DOWN. How long since 
you heard that from YOUR Doctor or your 
Minister? It has been a LONG TIME - hasn’t 
it? Did you know that the Testimonies of 
Jesus teach that a Minister CANNOT Preach 
the Gospel'WITHOUT the basic Principles 
of Healthful living! That a Breach of “ , 
Health is a Breach'of‘LAW ’ That it is the

■ in RIGHT ARM of the Body. That DANIEELS, the 
is‘to President of the Seventh-day Adventist

Church put that Arm in a Sling! )



9- ('^91) FAITH DOES NOT ELIMINATE FORESIGHT, 
o-o-o-o-o—o-o-o—o—o-o—o-o—o-o—o—o—o-o—o—o—o-o—o—o-o—o-o—o-o-o—o-o-o-o—o-o—o-o-o—o-o—o 

6l,62-"Her Physician was called. He'gave 
her AN INCREASED DOSE of Opium which 
quited her RAVINGS, yet made her very 
Talkative & Cheerful. She was at Peace 
with all around her... She soon grew 
Drowsy and fell into a Stupified Condi
tion. The GENTLEMAN mentioned above 
solemnly said,- "Her condition of Health 
is no better now than when she was in 
her frantic RAVINGS. She is decidedly 
WORSE. This DRUG-POISON... only STUPIFIES 
the Brain... the Hearing, Taste, and 
Sight are affected... (Tranquilizers?) 
The DRUGS given to STUPIFY - WHATEVER 
THEY MAY BE - derange the Nervous System’!
65- "It INFLAMES the JOINTS,(inflammatory 
Rheumatism?) and often sends ROTTENNESS 
into the BONES. (TB of the Bones?) It 
frequently manifests itself in TUMORS, 
ULCERS, & CANCERS - YEARS AFTER its has 
been introduced into the System." , 
(So the CAUSE of CANCER is WOT KNOWN? 
Or to listen to NICHOLS of the R&H - 
it is only caused by PORK? You would not 
get it from ADVENTIST DRUGS - ?)
66- ’* More DEATHS have been CAUSED by Drug
talcing than from ALL OTHER CAUSES COM
BINED."
66- ”F?ultitudes of PHYSICIANS, & Multi
tudes of DRUGS - have CURSED the inhabi
tants of the Earth, and have carried 
THOUSANDS & Tens of THOUSANDS into un
timely Graves."
67- "Drugs NEVER cure Disease. They only 
CHANGE the FORM & LOCATION," 
73-”God’s Servants should not administer

, Medicines which they KNOW will leave 
behind injurious effects." 
76-"They died VICTIMS to their own

, and that of their Friends, 
and the IGNORANCE & DECEPTION ■ of Physi
cians... POISONS, prescribed by Phy
sicians, were in BLIND CONFIDENCE taken’! 
94-"It suffers now from DRUG-DISEASE, 
the most,STUBBORN & INCURABLE of all 
Disease." (Catch an Adventist ADMITTING 
THAT! The Catholic is more likely to - 
as is shown in recent magazine Articles! 
You get more Light from Babylon now than 
from the Church. Go ahead,! Hurl this 
Paper down «•-that will not change FACTS!)
94- *"... DRUG-DISEASE, the most STUBBORN 
and INCURABLE: of ALL DISEASE’" ,(EGW.)
95- ".o.the -effects' of that POISONOUS ,
DRUG... SPASMS, HEART-DISEASE, DROPSY 
ON . THE BRAIN, or CONSUMPTION."' ..
98-9-" CATARRH, INFLUENZA, CROUP, SCROFULA .”

THE SALVATION ARMY.
Was the Captain of the Salvation Army 
right when he said that on a Meatless Diet 
the Drinker sobers up - ? 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-d-o—o-o-o-o-o 
Could a defective Spleen, Kidney, Liver - 
or other Organ of Digestion, Assimilation, 
& Elimination - be Defective & cause a loss 
of Vitamins, Minerals, & Enzymes - or the 
Retention, the Bottling up of Poisonous 
Wastes - could that Trigger the Trouble?
O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O 
Could a Special Diet - of Special Food - 
Rich in Special Nutrients - prepared a 
Special Way - raised in Special Soil - 
could that CHANGE the very Blood-Stream? 
True Science has demonstrated that it CANJ 
Was it Loma Linda University ’that demon
strated this? No. It was Dr. Albrecht of 
the University of Missouri. Were His Films 
shown in your Church? Did your Preacher 
sponsor THAT Programme? Did your Church 
take up an Offering for THAT Science - ?’ 
Or was it the INTERNATIONAL • HARVESTCR CO. 
that >ut up a MILLION DOLLARS’ to back this 
Research Programme ? More Thrilling than 
Words! That Disease can be AVERTED! The 
Best that the R&H could do was DENY it! 
They have cast their Lot in on the WRONG 
SIDE’ On the Side, of the MERCHANTS' OF BABY
LON’ Or are they themselves the very 
MERCHANTS OF BABYLON - ? Waxing rich on 
her Traffic. It would be contrary to their 
"ETHICS" to print the following Information: 
O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—O—O^O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0 
"DISEASE & IT ’S CAUSES" - (pages 'as marked) 
l4-”The eating of FORK has produced Scrofula, 
Leprosy, and Cancerous humors."
52- "She was DRUGGED to Death. Her system 
was POISONED beyond remedy. She was MURDERED" IGNORANCE
53- "...various DRUG-DISEASES, as the result 
of DRUG-POISONS, are transmitted to their 
Offspring."
54- "...Deformity, Disease & IMBECILITY, 
which in very many cases can bo traced 
directly back to the DRUG-POISONS, adminis
tered by the hand of - a DOCTOR... FAR WORSE 
THEN THE DISEASE for which the DRUG was 
taken.”
56- ” ., .until she ceased to Breathe'."
57- "Her LIMBS, were CRIPPLED," (Arthritis?)
58- ”,..this DRUG seemed to affect the MIND’! 
6l-”Just to that Degree that it EKCITES & 
ENLIVENS, will be the DEADENING, BENUMBING 
results following.” "Her MIND was distracted 
... finding fault with her,best Friends... 
She became FRANTIC, and RAVED like a MANIAC’’

ft ■



----- , enables man to RESIST the Tyrant 
and Usurper, Whoever is seen to ABHOR sin 
instead of LOVING it, whoever RESISTS and 
CONQUERS those PASSIONS that have held 
sway,within, displays-the operation of a 
PRINCIPLE wholly from ABOVE... The followers

IO- (5?I) '*•’ ADVENTIST -
o-o—o-o—o-o-o—o—o-o—o—o-o-o—o—o—o—o-o—o—o—o 
SG 3&4(center) p.129- “The whole system 
under the. influence of these STIIULANTS 
often becomes INTOXICATED, And to just THAT 
Degree that the Nervous System is excited 
by FALSE STIMULANTS, ■

Heeled woman will let him:)
and Sin docs' not appearo-o-o-o~o-o-o-o-o-o-o~o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o

1 Well, Friends - this is as far as we go 
for this Time, Would you want to hear more? 
Or could you not bear it? You must flee 
back to the Fellowship around that Church 
Bar * ? Where the Heady-Fine is offered 
that makes them -feel so Good - that they 
are SavGd! Drugs and all! And all the New 
President needs is a bit more ENTHUSIASM, 
but NO SINS TO CONFESS NOR FORSAKE! We are 
goin? through AS WE ARE! For is not the 
Congregation “HOLY EVERY ONE OF THEM!” 
What a DRUNKENESS] But they Love it. They 
will DRINK that up - one Glass after the 
other, and call for more! Seeing the 
Future through Rose-Tinted Glasses.
“My people are DRUNK - but not'with Wine,11 
“They that LEAD thee' CAUSE thee to Err - 
and they that are led of them - are 
DESTROYED,“ “DESTROYED for lack of JUD@- 
MENT.” o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o 

HATE - THE GRACE OF GOD!

man... was in HARMONY, and not at variance, 
with Satan. THERE. EXISTS NATURALLY NO EN
MITY between sinful man & the originator 

and the same among of Sin..-; fallen angels and wicked men.
UNITE in desperate COMPANIONSHIP...

GRACE
“It is the GRACE that Christ implants in 
the soul which creates in man ENMITY against 
Satan, Without this converting GRACE and 
renewing- POWER, man would CONTINUE the 
captive of - Satan* - a servant ever ready to 
do his bidding. But the NEW PRINCIPLE' in 
the soul creates CONFLICT tzhere hitherto 
had been PEACE. The POWER which Christ

[ • ’ IMPARTS'.
Smoker - will Sigh in Resignation when you 

° REFUSE his Offering: “You are Lucky!''! wish
I was like you are!“ This is hoard around 
the World. Not so with the Drug-Lover.'in 
the Church.' He will admit NOTHING -J He" 
will NEVER admit that you are RIGHT’! (Except of Christ and the servants of'Satan CANNOT 
in Private - ONCE J That is allT’We know - . HARMONIZE;.MULTITUDES are deluded here.11 
we have tried it. With Preachers! and:'Laymen "GC 505-7. (ISS4.GC 324-6.) A5:235. Ev.297. 
alike. Even Doctors* They will admit It is ;.'T5?l46i B2:8; MM 143-4. SM I:254>- • 
•too bad that the Church has gone -hstray on...?, ’THE SEAL: “The-Angel is to place a 'Drugs. But in Public - Ah J That is another ...V' NARK upon the forehead of ail who are* 
matter! Then Honesty must give place tp SEPARATED from Sin and Sinners.“T5 J505•

Think you are. Bettor than they are. And 
their chief work is to see if”they can ~ 
Whittle you down - to their Level J To get 
you tp take a Smoke or a Drink - with them. 
It is the spirit of Cain who slow his 
Brother for not Conforming,'
o—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—b—0—0—0—6—0—0 
In all this, it will be seen by the keen 
Observer - that the Worldly Drinker and

IS THERE OILY ONE KIND OF INTOXICATION? 
.0-0-0-0"0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0 

Psychology and Policy, Else they might bo 
cast OUT of the Synagogue, Might just lose 

' that “JOB!” What poor simpering HIRELINGS] 
_______ _  _ Do they not know that much BETTER men make 

by'FALSE STIMULANTS, will "be the PROSTRATION a LIVING - in the RUSH, behind a PLCW, or 
which will FOLLOW... They CANNOT appreciate with a Fishing-Boat - ? (if that High- 
the value of Spiritual things. Their Sensi
bilities., are BLUNTED, i 
very Sinful, and Truth is not regarded of 
greater value than earthly Treasure.“ 
o-o-o-o-o-^o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-b-o-o-o-o-o—o 
133- “The.whole MACHINERY is OUT OF’ ORDER.” 
137- “These DRUG-TAKERS are NEVER well.” 
139- “The POISONOUS DRUG... BENUI.iBS the 
Sensibilities, STUPIFIES the Brain, & UNFITS 
the Mind for the Service of God.“ 
lZ4-“God will not regard their Prayers, be
cause their FAITH was not made PERFECT by 
WORKS... Let all understand that they have 
a'WORK to do.“ 
148- “They may be assured that God will NOT 
accept their unworthy Offering any sooner 
than that of CAIN.” 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-d-o-o-o 
All this on the Forbidden List by the 
Apostate Church in the"Hour that she is 
spending MORE MONEY and MORE PEOPLE in the 
Devil !s Drugging Business than any other 
Time in the History of the Denomination, 
o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o-o' “God declares, “I will put ENMITY.” This 
Their Programme’ engenders" a HATRED for those ENMITY is not NATURALLY entertained... 
who OPPOSE their Programme. So much sb that 
they are going to LAW to seek Redress. 
Directly and Indirectly. The Condition of 
Fellowship in the Saloon, ; 
the Druggers - will you have“one, too? If 
not - it is taken as a Challenge that you
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O—0—0—0—O—O—O—O—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0

PITH GOD...will frequently have to stand 
almost ALONE..„ Their moral Sensibility 
will be KEEN and CLEAR.” T3:302,303.

x- (x- x x x x x x X x x'x x x x x x x- x x- 
THE REBELS - ’

“They are under' CONDEMNATION. These will 
EVER, be at variance with the STRAIGHT TESTI
MONY BECAUSE IT'CONDEMNS THEM.11 T3:3$I.

.“IF you., .will .CONDEMN Sin in the Flesh 
...you may OVERCOME.“ T3:465.

“They cannot be excused from the faithful 
discharge of their Duty to.REPROVE sins and 
wrongs in the people of God.“ T3:I,96. ...
-x- -x- -x x -x- x x x x -x -x -x -x x.x -x- -x- x x x x x * 
’'If'is not enough to merely PROFESS to be
lieve the Truth. All the Soldiers of the 
Cross virtually obligate themselves TO ENTER 
THE CRUSADE against the Adversary of Souls, 
TO CONDEMN WRONG and sustain Righteousness.11 
...“The True Witness CONDEMNS the Lukewarm

■ Condition...” T3:254,25 5.
0-0-0-0-n-0'’0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0-0- o-o-o-o-o

“MANY are deceived by the Adversary of 
Souls. THEY.think that the labors 'of Bro. 
&"Sr.Vhite would be acceptable if they 
were not continually CONDEMNING WRONG and 
REPROVING SIN, I was shown that God has 
laid this Pork upon us...THIS, MESSAGE must 
be borne to a Lukewarm Church,“T3:259.
•X X X X- X X -x- X X X X- X -x- -X X- X -x- X X X X 

“REPROVE SIN (or).. .THEY WILL NEVER receive 
the Mark of God’s SEALING approval. They 
will FALL in the General DESTRUCTION of 
the Picked...MARK THIS POINT PITH CARE... 
THE GENERAL SLAUGHTER of ALL those who do 
not thus see..,,” T3:267, A2:49.

E L I J’A H • 
“Some will be ready to say: That a HARD, 
CRUEL man Elijah must have been J And ANY
ONE who defends the Honor of God at any 
risk will bring Censure and CONDEMNATION' 
upon himself from a LARGE CLASS.11 T3:2S7. 
•X- -X- X- X X- X- X- X X- X- X X- X- -X- X X- X x- -x- -x- X- 

“The people were CHARTED with Aaron’s
. LOVELY SPIRIT and were DISGUSTED with the 

RASHLESS of Mosese But God seeth not as 
, man seeth. HE CONDEMNED NOT the ARDOR and 
INDIGNATION of Moses against the base 
APOSTASY of Isreal.” T3:3OI
X X ^-, -X X X X X X X X X X- X X X X X X X- x-

11 Many professed Christians look upon men 
who DO NOT REPROVE and'‘CONDEMN wrong, as 
men of piety and Christians indeed, while 
they THINK that those who stand BOLDLY in 
Defense of the RIGHT, and will not yield 

and then their their Integrity to unconsecrated Influences 
lack Piety and a Christian Spirit. Those 
who...HAVE NOT COURAGE TO’ CONDEMN Prong, 
but keen SILENT" when their INFLUENCE is 
NEEDED to STALE in DEFENSE of the RIGHT ' 
against any pressure, may avoid many heart
aches and escape many perplexities, THEY 
PILL ALSO LOSE A VERY RICH RENARD, if not

(Does your Preacher believe this - or will 
he CONDEMN this Paper without examining it?) 
“In EVERY discourse fervent Appeals should 
be made to the people to forsake- their Sins 
and turn to Christ. The popular Sins and 
Indulgences of our day SHOULD BE C0NDEMNE3D 
- -------- L.--------- 4.--------------------- T4:396.
(No - never mind PHO wrote this Paper - 
never mind dealing in PERSONALITIES or in 
CHARACTER-ASSASSINATION - never mind any of 
that - DEAL WITH THE SUBJECT’ The Subject is 
TO CONDEMN OR NOT TO CONDEMN' - that is the 
Question] Do not CONDEMN this Paper without 
examining the Quotations given] You CLAIM to 
“BELIEVE” the Testimonies - do you believe

CRITICISE-JUDGE-CONDE  W-ACCUSE-REBUKE- 
DENOUNCE- and related Words: 
x X X- x x x x x- x x x- x‘x x~x x x x x x x x 
“I saw that they are not prepared to JUDGE 
or decide in matters of the Church, unless 
they can rule well their own House. They 
must FIRST have order at Home, 
JUDGMENT and INFLUENCE will tell in the 
Church.” TI.-II9. ....

• x x x x x- x x x x- x x x- x x x x; x x x x x x- x 
“If all could look with a discerning eye, in
to the tremendous' realities of Eternity,what 
a Horror of CONDEMNATION would seize some in

x x xxx x x x x x- x- x x x x x x x x x. x- x x x x x 
CONDEMN FLYER

X X X X X X X- X.X X- X X X X X X X X X X ,X; X- X -X, x X- 

(if you only receive this Portion - send HOEHN RESEARCH LIBRARY, 
for complete Paper on this Subject.) Drawer 130 - (Vest) GRAND FORKS, BC.
X X X XXXXXXXXX X X X X X- x- X X X- X XX X X X X X X X X X X X XX X X X X X- X- X 

CONDE M N
“DO NOT CONDEMN (or “CRITICIZE”) - Sr. White
said so]“ (Oh - ? She did ? Now isn’t that
right Strange - ? Let us see what she said:)
x x x x x x x x x x x x x. * x x x x x x x
“There is many a man in the HUMBLE walk's of 
life today whom the Lord might designate.as 
He did Abraham: “THE FRIEND OF GOD.” Such 
men APPROVE that which God APPROVES and' 
CONDEMN that which He CONDEMNS.” T4;6I5.

the Office.” (R&H Office.) T3:I90,193,197.
x- x x- x x- x- x x x.x x x x x x, x x x x- x x x x their .own Souls, Those who are in HARMONY



the address to get one of his own - then give them thig Portion. Let us stand in the

a

CONDEMNING their Sins 
REBELLION, :

4

all th*

of INFIDEL authors and were recommending 
the very Books which the Lord had CONDEMN
ED... should not in any way be Sanctioned., 
and biing Minds into BONDAGE.11 T6:I62.

caused to STUI'BLE and FALL,“and be SNARED, 
n and be TAKEN.11 T$:690,69I.
-**-x**** •x- * * * * * * * -x- * * * * -*
4 “Some were strenuously urging the Study

of INFIDEL authors and were recommending

., .JUDGING those they have no right to 
that arises JUDGE.. .Much is involved in this matter

of JUDGING... comi ng to BATTLE CREEK .THERE 
“the Lord Jesus they come in contact with a PHARISAISM, a 

’ self-righteoisness, that is always a Snare.
-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O—O-O-O-O-O-O-O-O—O-O-O-O—0-0—0—0—0—0-0

“If they turn from the Truth of Heavenly 
origin, it will be their CONDEMNATION. We 

...It must be made 
(NOAH’s Message) CONDEMNED the 
OUR MESSAGE to the World will be 

CONDEMNATION to ALL who REJECT it.“TVs 35,36.

p.X2-( “191.) (if you wish to show this to some one in Church - CUT OFF this upper portion 
below the address on the other Side. Keep this in your Pocket in case some one wants

ing beneath fERITED REPROOF - are NOT the 
Friends of God - THE GREAT REPROVER.” T4:I80 
******###*«###«* -x- <x- •?:- -x- # 
“God CONDEMNS the negligence that dallies 
with Sin and Crime, and the insensibility ’ 
thet^ is slow to detect its baleful presence < 

j * -x -x- -x- ************* 
< NOT TO CRITICIZE & CONDEMN OTHERS - not 

t their MOTIVES & INTENTIONS(whidh are

in unnecessarily disturbed by the REPROOFS 
and WARNINGS of God’s MESSENGERS, As for 
them, they lull the souls of Sinners into 
FATAL EASE by their SMOOTH and DECEITFUL 
Teachings,..who stir up REBELLION a-gainst 
the Servants whom God sends,” TZP:IC5. 
**************** -x- * * -x- * *

men Q

DCWN and CONDEMNING everything that" bears 
the least approach to Evil....11 T$:592 
************** * * * * * -x- * * * WEAKER and WEAKER. Their children are ex- 
“The REPROOFS, the CAUTIONS, the CORRECTIONS posed to many Temptations. ..Many who have 
of the Lord, have been given to His Church 
in all Ages of the World,.,ShoifLd the Lord 
give a Vision right before this Class of

“Those who by UNWISE SYMPATHY ENCOURAGE 
in REBELLION, when their Self-Love is smart-' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

i
•tj* must not hide the Truth

X KNOB...
World...
• • •

in the families of professed Christians.” 
******** * -x- * * * * * * * 7^ *200 
“The Wicked will not endure the L&ght that “ 
CONDEMNS their wrong course of action.”Tf>J34I. known onlyto GodJ This has NOTHING to 

-x- -x- -x- * * rin with OPEN STN & ERROR IN DOCTRINE 1)

Defense of the TRUTH J We have had ENOUGH CF LIE3 and MISREPRESENTATION £ 
“JOB was not understood by his Friends. He flings back upon them their 
reproaches.Miserable comforters are ye all,” is the answer he makes 
to their CRITICISMS and CENSURES.” T3:$08.

*************.* * -X- -X- * -X- -X- ************** * * * * * * * * -X *

TWO KINDS OF CONDEMNING. dz UNHOLY FEAST..Their TASTE has been so
JEREMIAH-“The Prophet of God had CONDEMNED '</ PERAfERTED that they would be inclined to 

CRITICIZE even the Table of the Lord in 
His Kingdom... And now, Brethren, I entreat 

\l you not to interpose between me and the 
- < people, and turn away the LIGHT which God 

would have come to them. Do not by your 
CRITICISMS take out all the Force,

< Point and Power, from the TESTIMONIES, Do 
“There are MANY FALSE PROPHETS in these days- not feel that you can DISSECT them to suii 
...They COMPLAIN that the peace of the people your own Ideas...whereby MANY shall be

* * * * * * * *- * * * * * * * * -x- -x- -x- -x- -x- * * ao with OPEN SIN & ERROR IN DOCTRINE’) 
“We, as Workers, must be UNITED in FRO/NING “They are ASLEEP. When Seventh-day Advent- 

o ists move into CITIES...they are out of 
£ place, and their Spirituality becomes

the evil course of these men and warned 
them,..these FALSE PROPHETS (were). .“.Slain.”

TZ:I73 ' 
“THE FALSE PROPHET CONDEMNED JEREMIAH for " 
afflicting the people... and he sought to 
REASSURE them.. .“Peace, peace.” T4’IS5.

lived SO LONG IN OPE PLACE are spending 
their time CRITICIZING those who ARE work* 

v ing in Christ’s lines to CONVICT & CONVERT 
people in our day, pointing out their MIS- Sinners. They CRITICIZE THE MOTIVES and 
TAKES, REBUKING their Self-righteousness andt^ INTENTIONS of others, as if it were not 

wioax wxx15i, they would RISE UP IN. possible for anyone else to 3o the un
like the (PHARISEES).“T5s609. , selfish work they themselves REFUSE to do.

NEXT PAGE: THEY ARE STUPBLING BLOCKS...The Time spent
“MISTRUST and DISBELIEVE Truths which are „ CRITICIZING the IOTIVES and WORKS of Christ 
plain and full of Beauty to OTHERS who have Servants might better be spent in Prayer, 
not EDUCATED themselves in UNBELIEF...
QUESTION and CRITICIZE everything 
in the UNFOLDING CF TRUTH, CRITICIZE the 
Work and position of others...1 
shall rise up...and surprise them at their 
o-O—0—0—0-0-0—0—0—o-0-0—0—0—0—0—0—0—0—o—O-(



GC 97.

GC 77;

p.13-('191.5 BATTLE CREEK IS A SNARE.’ 
x * * x x * x x * x * x x x * x x x. x x x x 
It is the FORM of godliness without the 
Power thereof...Soon will be fulfilled the 
Fords: "I will TURN and OVERTURN.” We know

wil l ’ ‘
r

CONDEMN all whom this unerring Test shall 
declare WANTING.” GC 268.
* x x. x x * x * * -x- x x x .x * * x x x. x x • 
“Said the Saviour,"By thy words thou shalt 
be JUSTIFIED, and by thy words thou shalt 
be CONDElllED." GC 481. ■;
X -x- X * -X -X- * X -X- * * * X -x- X X * X X'X X 

"PEPROOF of Sin still arouses the spirit 
of HATRED and RESISTANCE.. .SATAN leads:: 
men to JUSTIFY THEMSELVES.. .From the days 
of righteous Abel to our own time, such 
is the spirit which has been displayed' 
toward those who DARE to CONDE MN Sin.” 500. 
x * x x 'x x * x * * x * x * x x x x x x x 
"The people see that they have been de- 

...but all 
UNITE in heaping their bitterest CONDEM- 
NATION upon the ■ MNISTERS. UNFAITHFUL ■ ' 
PASTORS have prophecied -SMOOTH THINGS.” .. 

“THE MULTITUDES do not want/GC 655• 
••Bible Truth, and SAT AN supplies the 

DECEPTIONS which they LOVE.” GC 595.

but the Time will come when there will' be a 
SCATTERING from Battle Creek.” T8:82-86. 
X« -X' X X X X X X X X X X X X X -X-. -X- X -X- -X- X -X 

”He that believeth on Him is not C01DEENED: 
but he that believeth not is CONDEMNED al
ready, because he hath not believed in the 
Name of the only-begotten Son of 
X* X'X X x x -x * -x -x- -x * -x x x x -x- x -x- x x 
“There are those here upon whom GREAT LIGHT FALSE...It is Christ Himself who is CON- 
in WARNINGS & REPROOFS has shone. Whenever 
REPROOFS are given, the enemy seeks to create 
a desire for human SYMPATHY. Therefore I 
would warn you to BEWARE lest in appealing 
to the SYMPATHY of others and going' back 
over your past Trials, you again err on the 
same'points in seeking to BUILD YOURSELVES 
UP...He will finally leave them to their 
own WEAKNESS.. .Everyone who enters the 
pearly Gates of the City of God will enter 
there as a conqueror, and his greatest 
Conquest will have been the Conquest of 
xxx x x x x x x x x x x Self.” T9:I82-3» 
“Christ has been made our JUDGE., .Will you 
remember this, Brethren? Will you remember 
it, Ministers?...It is all that you can do 
to discipline yourselves,” T9:I85. 
x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x

DO NOT CONDEMN THOSE OUT OF THE LIGHT. 
"This Message must be given; but while it 
must be given, we should be Careful not tp

REFORMERS CONDEMN BULLS’- ~ J 
"Before the days of HUSS, there were men 
in BOHEMIA who rose up to CONDEMN openly 
the Corruption in the Church...the FEARS 
of the Hierarchy were aroused, and PERSE- 

not now just when this will be accomplished, CUTION was opened...”
X X X X X XXX X- X X- X X X X X X X X X X 

"He pointed his hearers to the long line 
of Holy men who had been CONDEMNED by un
just JUDGES...reproached and CAST OUT... 
Christ Himself was CONDEMNEDGC 113.
x x x x x x x x x X * x * * * * * * * *''■ * 

God.”T8:208.‘Then the PAPAL BULL reached LUTHER, he, .
said: "I DESPISE and ATTACK it, as IMPIOUS,

DEMNED therein.. .for at last I know that 
the Pope is ANTICHRIST.. .with terrible 
Power he FLUNG BACK upon herself, the 
SENTENCE OF CONDEMNATION.’1 GC I4I-2.

X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X X XXX X X

"Here is displayed the true spirit of 
POPERY...LUTHER..was summarily pronounced 
a HERETIC, and in the same day, EXHORTED, 
ACCUSED, JUDGED, and CONDEMNED; and all 
this by the self-styled Holy Father, the 
only Supreme, INFALLIBLE authority .in 
Church or State]" GC I34>155.x- x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x x 
"Thus the TWO I^OVEIENTS advanced,- one 
offering forgiveness of Sin for MONEY, 
the other forgiveness through Christ,- • 
Rome LICENSING Sin, and making it her 
source of Revenue; the Reformers CONDEMN
ING Sin, and pointing to. Christ as the 
propitiation &.deliverer." GC 178,367.
x x x x x x x x x x x. x x x x x x x x x x

THRUST & CROWD & CONDEMN those-who-have-not- "The written Word, the LAW of God, 
the-light that we have. We should not go out measure the Character of every man, and 
of our way to make HARD THRUSTS at the" 
Catholich...do not CONDEMN them." T9:243» x x x x x x x x x x x 4 x x x x x x x x x x 
"JUDAS...became angry when his FAULTS were 
REPROVED...So do all who cherish Evil Under 
a Profession of godliness HATE those who 
disturb their Peace by CONpEWTOG their 
course of Sin. When a favorable opportunity 
is presented, they will, LIKE JUDAS,betray 
those who for theif"Good-have sought to 
REPROVE them." GC 44.
X X X X X X X X X X X X X X'X x?X -X X X X X 
"When Rome at one time determined to EX
TERMINATE the hated Sect, a BULL was issued 
by the Pope, CONDEMNING them as .HWTICS, . __„
and delivering them to the SLAUGHTER UGG 77. luded. They ACCUSE one another. 
(This is the REAL meaning of CO^MNING’) /; —~ 
X X X X X X XXX X X X X X X X ’’x/V’x X X X 
"This .BULL called upon ALL FEPBERS rof '. the? 
CHURCH to JOIN THE CRUSADE hgainst the ... 
HERETICS...THIS DOCUMENT... .is the ROAR CF 
THE DRAGON.« GC 77v '’ ' k‘'----- "if' -1.



-X- * *

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * -X- -X- -5?- * -X- *' * 

"Behold, they shall surely GATHER together, 
but not by Me: Whosoever shall C-ATHER to-

to be ACCUSERS of the Brethren... is 
seconding the work of the EnemyHTM 266-7. 
******************** 
"The Lord of Life.. .He CONDEMNED all 
GUILE, all underhanded work of POLICY 
for SUPREMACY." TM 267. 
******************** 
"The Lord has placed no man as JUDGE, 
either of the Pen or the Voice of GOD"’S 
WORKMEN. There ARE men whose Character 
and Life testify to the fact that THEY 
are FALSE PROPHETS and DECEIVERS. THESE 
we are not to HEAR or TOLERATE.

BUT
"But THOSE whom God IS using are under 
HIS Control, and He has not appointed 
men with human, shortsighted Judgment to 
CRITICIZE and CONDEMN, to pass JUDGMENT 
and Reject their Work because every Idea 
does not coincide with that which THEY 
suppose to" be Truth. Men can become just 
as were the PHARISEES - WIDE-AWAKE to 
CONDEMN the greatest Teacher that the 

Refuge, NO HELP FROM HEAVEN." PK 437,442,575. World ever knew...THEY have become TRAIN
ED in doing that which the Lord never' 
required them to do. THEY would -better" 
humble their own hearts before God, and

gether against thee shall Fall for thy sake...keep THEIR hands OFF the Ark of God,lest 
the Wrath of God shall break forth upon 
THEM; for if God has ever spoken by me, 
I testify that THEY have undertaken a 
work in CRITICIZING and pronouncing' un
sound JUDGMENT which I know is not right. 
THEY are but finite men and, being BE
FOGGED THEMSELVES, suppose that OTHER 
men are in Error.. .Shall we,UNINSPIRED 
men, take the responsibility of placing 
their Stakes, and saying,THIS SHALL NOT 
APPEAR.IN.PRINT?" TM 293-295.

SON OF DECEIT.
"THE FATAL CHOICE - 
"Unsanctified MINISTERS are arraying then- 
selves against-God. THEY are praising “ 
Christ and the god of this World in the 

.THEY embrace BARABBAS . . . 
and CONDEMN; and FALSIFY.

DATHAN, &... f.-. same Breathy.
_to CRITICIZE,
LET THE SON OF DECEIT be entertained by 
a CHURCH...AND THAT CHURCH will discard 
the Message." TM 409

p.I4-( 'tC9I.) DID ELIJAH CONDEMN - ?
(I would like to see how certain Preachers 
will ACT as they try to cover up for the 
YEARS of DECEPTION in their Subterfuge 
about Sr. White saying "NOT TO CONDEMNJu) 
****************** * * * *

ELIJAH.
"To ELIJAH had been committed Messages of 
CONDEMNATION and JUDGMENT; his was the 
Voice of fearless REPROOF, calling King & 
people to turn from their Evil Ways,"

No Weapon that is formed against thee shall 
prosper; and every Tongue that shall rise 
against thee in Judgment THOU SHALT CONDEMN1! 
"This is the Heritage of the Servants of the 
Lord,..saith the Lord." PK 724-5,536.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

NOT TO JUDGE?
"There are professed Christians who will 
warp the Conscience and becloud the mind,' 
under the PRETENSE of godliness; and those 
who do not SEE nor SENSE the DANGER are 
ALREADY the DUPES or victims of Satan,"MM' **************** * * * I42. 
"But men are to be CONDEMNED who start out 
with a proclamation of wonderful Light,' and- 
yet draw away from the Agents whom God is 
leading. This was the way KORAH, 7 
ABIRAM did..,W© are not to do as they have 
done - ACCUSE and CONDEMN those upon whomr , 
God HAS laid the burden of the Uork."TM 56.

READ THIS-PREACHER ’
‘JSuppose a Brother held a view that 
differed from yours...should you rise up, 
fill nd with Prejudice, and CONDEMN his 
Ideas, while refusing to give him a TM 
* * * * * * * * * * -x-candid Hearing?" 107. 
"The Worldling is ever on the Watch' to 
CRITICIZE and ACCUSE those who serve God. 
...They are DEADLY ENEMIES to those who 
serve God • They DESPISE the SABBATH.,. 

PK 235. To UNITE with the FAULTFINDING Element, 
***************** * * * * * 
"...suddenly appeared a man of God from 
JUDEA, with Words of CONDEMNATION for the 
sacrilegious proceedings." PK 401. *************** -x- -x- -x- -x- *~* * 
"...although many of the Priests & False 
Prophets, unable to endure the CONDEMNING 
Truths he uttered, would GLADLY have seen 
him PUT TO DEATH on the plea of SEDITION." 
**************** PK" ZI9. 
(Isn’t it about Time to (l) Find out WHERE 
this Mass-Mesmerizing Chant STARTED in the Church - NOT to CONDEMN’ ???fe) And - MORE* 
IMPORTANT - ho*w could SO MANY be Fooled for 
SO LONG - by SO FEW - ?) 
*****'********** * -X- -X- * -X- * * 
"The spirit of OPPOSITION to REPROOF, that 
led to the Persecution and Imprisonment of ' 
JEREMIAH, exists To-day. Many refuse to heed 
repeated WARNINGS, preferring rather to 
LISTEN to FALSE TEACHERS who FLATTER' their 
VANITY and overlook their Evil-doing. In 
the Day of Trouble - such will have no "sure



come'to Rescue. Angels of Heaven are inter- 
ested in these lost ones whom you DESPISE. 
You Complain and SNEER when one of these

p.I5-( '191. )A TESTIMONY IN 1890. (TM ZSO). 
A REBUKE TO THOSE who stood in the way of

“THE LORD HAS NOT PRESIDED AT THIS COUNCIL” 
* -x- *‘ -x- -x- *. -x- * W * * -x- -x- 4 4 * TM 2^9.

the Message of 1888. Imagine a REBUKE AGAINST ‘‘‘By persistently reiterating False-hood, 
the LEADING MEN - being used-BY THE LEADING . --------------- "
MEN as a Barb to thrust at OTHERS - J This
is the Testimony above all other Testimonies, He who faithfully preaches God’s Word 
which they hurl at their Enemies! Read.it 
and see that we are Right! That this was 
AGAINST THEM’ Yet it is their favorite 
Weapon to shut the Mouths of those who dis
agree with them! Don’t let them get away 
*************** * * with it!
“God has committed to His Servants a MESSAGE 
for this Time; but* THIS MESSAGE does not in 
every particular coincide with the Ideas of 
all the LEADING MEN, and some CRITICIZE the 
FESSAGE and the MESSELIGERS, They dare; even 
to reject the WORDS OF REPROOF sent to THEM

To-day.“COL 39.
“By their ACCUSATION they insinuated that 
Christ liked to associate with the sinful 
and vile...If He were a TRUE PROPHET, they 
said, He would HARMONIZE with THEM(ever 
hear THAT?)...It ANGERED these guardians 
of Society that He with whom they were 
continually in Controversy, yet whose Purity 
of Life awed and CONDEMNED them, should 
meet, in such apparent Sympathy, with 
Social OUTCASTS, They did not approve of 
His methods,.. It ANGERED THEM ALSO that 
those who showed ONLY CONTEMPT for the 
Rabbis, and who were NEVER seen in the 
Synagogues, should flock about Jesus, and 
listen with RAPT ATTENTION to His Words. 
The Scribes and Pharisees felt only CONDEM- 
NATION in that pure Presence; how was it, 
then, that Publicans and Sinners were, 
drawn TO Jesus?..,The Pharisees had only 
SCORN and CONDEMNATION for them; but Jesus 
greeted them as CHILDREN OF G0D,-“ COL 185-6. 
********* * * * * * * .* * *"* * * 
“You, Pharisees, said Christ, regard your
selves as the favorites of Heaven. You 
think yourselves SECURE in your own, RIGHT
EOUSNESS. Know, then that if you need NO 
REPENTANCE, My mission is not to you. These 
poor Souls who FEEL their Poverty and Sin-

SAME SUBJECT. . ... .. -
“My Guide, gave me Words of WARNING <1 REPROOF 
to speak to those who took part in'this pro
ceeding, who were not slow to utter their 
ACCUSATIONS and CONDEMNATION,” TH 4,69.

and that against ALL EVIDENCE, they at 
last come to BELIEVE IT TO BE TRUTH...
thereby CONDE WING' their Sins, too often 
incurs their Hatred. Unwilling to endure 
the PAIN & SACRIFICE necessary to REFORM, 
they TURN upon the Lord’s Servant...Like 
KORAH, they declare that the people are 
not at fault; it is the REPROVER that CAUSES 
ALL THE TROUBLE..,Thev had committed the 
Sin against the Holy Spirit.“ PP 404-5.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * LLM 232. 
“Because the plain Teaching of God’s Word 
CONDEMNED their Practices, they tried to 
DESTROY its Force. The same thing is done 

from God through His Holy Spirit...“By their * * * * * * * * * * * * * To-day.“COL 39. 
Fruits ye shall KNOT them.”.. .CAVILING,RIDI
CULE, and MISREPRESENTATION.. .The use of 
such WEAPONS,,.No weight can be attached to 
THEIR advice or resolutions...

THE SUPREME BARB,’ 
“To ACCUSE and CRITICIZE THOSE whom God is 
using is to ACCUSE and CRITICIZE the Lord 
who has sent them...

THE ROOT OF WHOSE BITTERNESS?"
“The PREJUDICES and OPINIONS that prevailed 
AT MINNEAPOLIS are not dead by any means,.. 
The TOPS have been cut down, but the ROOTS 
have never been eradicated.,.in regard to 
the' MESSAGE and the MESSENGERS', When, by 
thorough CONFESSION - YOU destroy the ROOT 
CF BITTERNESS - YOU will see LIGHT in God’s 
LIGHT, Without this thorough work YOU will 
never clear your Souls. YOU need to Study 
the Word of God with a purpose, not to con
firm your own Ideas, but to bring them to be 
TRI WED, to be CONDEMNED or. APPROVED .'as they 
are or are not in Harmony with the Word of 
God...YOU should Study the TESTIMONIES, not 
to' PICK OUT CERTAIN SENTENCES to'USE as YOU 
see fit, to strengthen YOUR assertions, 
while YOU disregard the PLAINEST STATEMENTS. 
GIVEN to correct YOUR course of action. • • 
With MANY the cry of the heart'has been, 
“We will not have this man to reign over US.“ fulness, are the very ones whom I have 
BAAL, BAAL, is the choice. The religion of 
many AMONG US’WiLL BE the Religion of A- 
POSTATE ISREAL.. .RIGHTEOUSNESS BY FAITH...
has been SLIGHTED, spoken AGAINST, RIDICULED, Souls joins himself to Me; but know that 
and REJECTED,. It has been DENOUNCED as-Teadr. Angel s rejoice, and the Song of TRIUMPH 
ing to Enthusiasm and Fanaticism.” TM 465-468.rings through the Courts above..,he will 

encounter CRITICISM and DISTRUST. . .the " 
work of Satan, who is the ACCUSER of the ~ 
Brethren,,.Let him rest in the Love of God, 
and in no case be disheartened by the SGCRN . 
and SUSPICION of the PHARISEES.“COL I8%0,.

Read.it


p.l6-( '191.) POOR CRITICIZING ELDERS’
“By the ELDER son was represented the un
repenting Jews...and also the PHARISEES in 
every Age...THE PRODIGAL’S RETURN... The

SOMETHING TO THINK ABOUT.
“The fact that Jesus spoke the Truth, and 
THAT WITH CERTAINTY, was why He was not 
received Uy the Jewish Leaders. It was the 

ELDER, son...stood ready to WATCH his Brother, Truth that OFFENDED these Self-righteous 
to CRITICIZE every action, and to ACCUSE him 
for the least deficiency.. .They may CLAIM to 
he Children of God, but they are acting out 
the spirit of SATAN.. .THESE ACCUSERS. ..“Thy 
Brother14 that was DEAD, and. is alive again; 
and was Lost, and is found,“...DENY your - 
relationship to him, and you show that you 
are but a HIRELING in the Household, NOT a 
Child in the Family of God. Though you vail 
not JOIN in the Greeting to the Lost, the 
JOY will go on. ..But YOU will be in the 
DARKNESS WITHOUT." COL 209-211.
************ * * -x- * -x- * * * * * 
“All covetousness is CONDE1®ED as IDOLATRY."
* * * * * -x- * * * * * * * * COL 261,273.
“In the Great Judgment-day...those who have' 
DRIFTED along, carrying no responsibility... 
will be placed by the Judge of all the Earth 
with those who DID EVIL. They receive the 
SAME CONDEMNATION." COL 365.
* * -X- * * -X- * -X- -X * * * * * -X- ’X- -X- -X- * * -x- *
“His brothers...sided with the Rabbis.They' 
insisted that the TRADITIONS must be heeded 
...His strict Obedience to the LAW of God 
they CONDEMNED as STUBBORNNESS,..These walls 
of partition He overthrew. In His contact 
with men He did not ask,What is‘your CREED? 
To what CHURCH do you belong?.. .All this was 
a REBUKE to the PHARISEES.“ DA 86. ;
************ * * * * * * *“* * * 

“The Priests and Rulers had set themselves • 
up as JUDGES, to CONDEMN Christ’s Work, ,but 
He declared Himself THEIR Judge...Jesus 
turned upon the Rulers,, and THE'ACCUSED 
became THE ACCUSER." DA 21(1-1,239.* * * * * * * * .* * * * * * *. -x- -x- -x- * -x- * *

BILLY GRAHAM.
“Those who DISOBEY the COMMAND!ENTS of God,

* and TEACH OTHERS TO DO SO, are CONDEMNED by
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * Christ.’’' DA 309.
“It is DANGEROUS....to Question & CRITICIZE 
Divine LIGHT.14 DA 323. \
* * * * * ****** * * * -X- -X- * * * * -X- * 
“They thought that He ‘was BESIDE HIMSELF... 
in placing Himself before the Rabbi's as a 
REPROVER OF. THEIR SINS...His brothers often 
brought forward the Philosophy of.the PHARI
SEES, which were Threadbare and Hoary with 
Age, and PRESUMED TO'THINK that they could 
tea‘ch Him...They freely CONDEMNED' that which 
they could not Understand." DA 326.

“A Christianity that is’Spiritual 
will be OPPOSED by the Children of ' 

DISOBEDIENCE .“DA 356.

men. The Truth EXPOSED the FALLACY of Error; 
it CONDEMNED their Teaching." DA 467.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * -x- * * * * * * * 
“Christ designed that the Pharisees... 
should CONDEMN themselves. HIS WARNINGS, 
failing to arouse them to Repentance, 
WOULD SEAL THEIR DOOM." DA 597.
* * * * * * ******** * * * * * * * 
“Christ unsparingly CONDEMNED abuses... 
Christ spoke as a JUDGE to those before 
Him. His voice, that had so often been 
heard in gentleness and entreaty, was now 
heard in REBUKE and CONDEMNATION. The 
listeners shuddered." DA 614,619,772,773.
* * * -x- * * -x- * * * * * * * * * * * -x- -x- * 
“The same God who punished them, to-day 
CONDEMNS all Falsehood. Lying lips are an 
ABOMINATION to Him." AA 76.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * -x- * * 
“Then the Spirit of INSPIRATION came upon 
the Disciples; the ACCUSED became the 
ACCUSERS...So ENRAGED were the Jews at 
these Words that they decided to take the 
LAW into their own hands." AA 82.
* * * * ************** * * * 
"COURAGEOUS, INDEPENDENT, PERSEVERING...
HIS WITHERING SARCASM.. .An ELOQUENT speak
er and a SEVERE CRITIC, PAUL, with his 
STERN pumose and UNDAUNTED COURAGE, 
POSSESSED^ THE VERY QUALIFICATIONS NEEDED 
in the Early Church." AA 124.
* * * * * * ■* * * % * * * -x- * * * * * * *

- 6)NO MILQUETOAST.
“The former he REBUKED with caution and 
tenderness; THE LATTER - with words of 
UNSPARING REPROOF." AA 385.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
"It is the Duty of every Servant of God 
to withstand FIRMLY and DECIDEDLY these" 
PERVERTERS of the Faith, and by the Word
of Truth FEARLESSLY to EXPOSE their ERRORS’! 
* * * * * -x- -x- * * * * * * * * * * AA 387. 
"IINISTERS of the Gospel sometimes...are 
led to EXCUSE and PALLIATE that which God 
CONDEMNS; and after a Time they become so 
BLINDED as to COMMEND the very ones whom 
God commands them to REPROVE. He who has 
BLUNTED his spiritual perceptions BY SIN
FUL LENIENCY toward those whom God CON
DEMNS, will ere long commit a GREATER SIN 
by SEVERITY and HARSHNESS toward those 
whom God APPROVES,. .They are OFFENDED by 
the plain words...and CHOOSE Teachers who 
PRAISE and FLATTER them." AA 504-5.



I

HOT DEADEST THOU - ?

* * *

n
T5*439,440. whenever she has LOST the Grace of Christ. 

Finding herself DESTITUTE, of the POTER of 
LOVE, she has reached out for the STRONG 
ARM OF THE STATE' - to ENFORCE • her Dogmas 
and EXECUTE her DECREES, ■ Here. is the ~ 
Secret of all Religious LAWS/,; .from the 
Days, of Abel...” 1® 181-2; ■. ,.C-

p.I7-(^9I.)lS IT THE SON OF SATAN THAT DENOUNCES? 
**************** * * * * *********************** * * 

THE TRUE OBJECT OF REPROOF.
‘.‘The true object of REPROOF is gained 
only when the Wrong-doer himself is led 
to see his Fault, and his will is enlisted 
for its Correction. When THIS is accom
plished, point him to the source of

Pardon & Power. Seek to preserve his Self- 
respect, and to Inspire him with courage 
and hope. This work is the NICEST, the 
MOST DIFFICULT, ever committed to human 
beings...It is a Work than which NOTHING 
can be MORE IMPORTANT.” Ed.291-2. 
******************** 

“God’s loyal people in the Last Days... 
will be SEPARATE from the World...they 
will NOT Conform to the spirit and CUSTOMS 
of unbelievers but will CONDEMN them.” 
*******•■* ******** SR 60-1 
“CONDEMNATION comes by rejecting the 
Light given.’.’ SR 282. 
****** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

“Jesus CONDEMNED their Practices.“MB 102. 
* * * * *’ * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 

“His days were spent in ministering to 
the crowds that pressed about Him, and 
IN UNVEILING THE TREACHEROUS SOPHISTRY 
OF THE RABBIS.” NB I*>2

SELFISH CRITICISM BY THE CHURCH-LEADERS. 
“The atmosphere of SELFISH and NARROW 
CRITICISM stifles the- Noble and generous 
Emotions, and causes men to become Self
centered and petty Spies. The PHARISEES 
were of this Class. .-/they mounted the 
Judgment-seat, to CRITICIZE & CONDEMN, 
The people partook largely of -the same 
spirit, INTRUDING upon the province of 
CONSCIENCE, and JUDGING.,6It was in Refer
ence to THIS SPIRIT and PRACTICE that 
Jesys said,“JUDGE NOT...” I® 178.
* * * * * * * * * * *■ * * * * * * .* * * 

“These would-be JUDGES and CRITICS are 
placing themselves on the side of ANTI- 
* * * * * * * * * * * CHRIST .” MB 181. 
“By CONDE BITING another he is trying to 
conceal or excuse the Evil of his own 
heart...Just as far-as lies in their 
Power, they will FORCE men to COMPLY with 
their IDEAS of'what is RIGHT* This is 
what the JEWS did in the Days of Christ, 
and what THE,CHURCH has,done ever since,

TAKE THF WHIP OUT OF THEIR HAND J 
“CHRIST was a faithful REPROVER. Never lived 
there another who so hated Evil; never an
other whose DENUNCIATION of it was so fear
less...Evil He DENOUNCED as the Foe of those 
whom He was seeking to Bless and to Save... 
Souls tempted, defeated, FEELING themselves 
LOST, ready to perish, He met, NOT WITH DE
NUNCIATION, but with BLESSING...Turning from 
the AMBITIOUS, SELF-SATISFIED FAVORITES of 
this World.” Ed. 79. 
***************** * * * * * 

“Of the REBUKE that is Love, of the BLOW' 
that wounds to Heal, of the WARNING that 
speaks Hope, they have need to Learn.” 90, 
****************** * * * * 

“Against every Evil-doer God’s LAW utters 
CONDEMNATION. He may disregard that Voice, 
he may seek to drown its Warning, but in 
Vain. It follows him. It makes itself heard. 
It destroys his Peace, If unheeded, it pur
sues him to the Grave. It bears witness a- 
gainst him at the Judgment. A quenchless 
Fire, it CONSUMES at last Soul and Body,”

' “What shall it profit a man, if he 
gain the whole World, and lose his 

own Soul?” Ed.144-5.
************** *. * * * * * * * 
“God’s Word...CONDEMNS the deceptive Compli
ments, the evasions of Truth, the exagger
ations. •.“Seest thou a man that is hasty in 
his words? there is more Hope of a FOOL than 
of him.” Prov.29*20. Ed.236. 
****************

ENDURING LOVE.
“When God says “Thou shalt not,” He in LOVE 
warns us of the consequences of disobedience, 
in order to SAVE US from Harm & Loss,“Ed.287. 
**************** * * * * * * 

(What about those who are Quid: to say that 
ANYONE who seeks to correct the Course of 
God’s people has EVIL and only EVIL as his 
Intentions and Motives®? That he is only 
“TEARING DOTN” — what does God say?)
“Men who stand in very responsible positions 
at the’.fieart of the Work are ASLEEP. SATAN

■ has paralyzed THEM..CTHEY remain INACTIVE, 
while their wily Foe enters the Fort and 

. work’s SUCCESSFULLY BY THEIR SIDE to TEAR 
DOTN what God has commanded to be BUILT ' UP 
* *.* * ********* * * * *

“It is not LOVE but SENTIMENTALISM that 
palters with Wrong-doing, seeks by COAXING 
or BRIBES to secure COMPLIANCE, and finally 
accepts SOME SUBSTITUTE in place of the thing 
required;'“FOOLS MAKE A MOCK AT SIN.” Ed.

’ • ’ • ' ' - 290-1.



* *

p.I8-('l9I.>BEWARE OF FALSE PROPHETS." 
“TEACHERS of FALSEHOOD will arise to draw 
you away from the Narrow Path and.’ the" Strait 
Gate. BEWARE OF THEM; though concealed in 
SHEEP’S CLOTHING, inwardly they are RAVENING 
WOLVES. Jesus gives a TEST by which FALSE 
TEACHERS may be DISTINQUISHED from the True. 
“Ye shall KNCTI them by their Fruits," He 
says. "Do men gather grapes of Thwpns, or 
figs of Thistles?"...
"We are not bidden to PROVE them by their 
FAIR SPEECHES and EXALTED PROFESSIONS. They 
are to be JUDGED - by the Word of God. "To 
the and to the TESTIMONY; if they speak 
not according to this Word, it is because 
there is NO LIGHT in them.""CEASE, my Son, 
to HEAR the Instruction that CAUSETH TO ERR 
from the Words of Knowledge." What MESSAGE 
do these TEACHERS bring?" MB 2OS. 
***************** * * * * * 
"UNSANCTIFIED MINISTERS..,.MANY will stand 
IN OUR PULPITS with the Torch of FALSE 
PROPHECY in their hands - KINDLED from the 
Hellish Torch of SATAN J" TM 409,4*0. 
**************** * * * * * * 
"There are MINISTERS & WORKERS who will 
present a Tissue of NONSENSICAL FALSEHOOD as 
Testing Truth, even as the Jewish Rabbis 
presented the MAXIMS OF MEN as the Bread of 
Heaven.. .THUS are men weaving into the Web 
as important Truths a Tissue of LIES'. This 
imaginary Food that is being prepared for 
the Flock will cause Spiritual CONSUMPTION, 
DECLINE, & DEATH." R&H. Jan.22,June 18,1901. 
**************** AZj257,3II. 
"As there are WOES for those who Preach the 
Truth while they are UNSANCTIFIED in Life - 
SO THERE ARE WOES for those who RECEIVE and 
MAINTAIN the UNSANCTIFIED." T2J552. TI:2<SI. 
* * *' * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *"* * 
"The people had been deeply moved by the 
Words of Christ...His Words had struck"at 
the very Root of their former Ideas and 
Opinions; to Obey His Teaching...would bring 
then into COLLISION with their RELIGIOUS ' 
TEACHERS; for it would involve the overthrow 
of the whole Structure which for Generations 
the Rabbis had been Rearing. THEREFORE,while 
the Hearts of the people RESPONDED to His 
Words, FEW were ready to accept them as the 
GUIDE OF LIFE." KB 211-2. 
**************** * * ••* *

DEALING WITH CHURCH-LEADERS, ’ 
"Those who are SENT by God to do a SPECIAL 
Work will be called to REBUKE HERESIES and 
ERRORS...their FAULTS must be EXPOSED UN- : ■ 
FLINCHINGLY and their EVIL JRACTICES’CON
DEMNED.. .without Partiality." Ev.368,

BY THE WORD OF GOD.
."Let them see that their Cases are tried 
and CONDEMNED by the Bible, not by the 
Lips of man; that they are arraigned at 
the Bar of Infinite Justice, not before an 
earthly Tribunal." Ev.424»
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * •>'- 
"Disagreeable though the Duty may be, I 
am to REPROVE the OPPRESSOR." SM 1:33. 
* * * * * ******* * * * * * * •»- * 
"...they would be LEFT to go their own 
way, and run in the way of Error, & THINK 
they were RIGHT, until they would find it 
out TOO LATE. Then in the Time of Trouble 
I heard them Cry to God in Agony, "Why dids* 
Thou not show us our WRONG, that we might 
have got RIGHT, and been ready for this 
Time?" Then an Angel pointed to them and. 
said, "My Father taught, but you would 
not be Taught," SM 1:40.
* * ********** * * *'* * * * * *- 
"When He plainly REBUKED their Iniquity 
and declared that their WORKS proved them 
to be the children of Satan, they angrily 
FLUNG’BACK the ACCUSATION, saying,"Say we 
not well that thou art a Samaritan, and 
hast a Devil?" ...CONDEMNING Christ... 
CALUMNY & REPROACH will be the recompense 
of those who stand for the Truth as it is 
in Jesus. "ALL that will live godly in 
Christ Jesus SHALL suffer Persecution," 
(2 Tim.3:l2). Those who bear a PLAIN 
TESTIMONY against Sin will as surely be 
hated as was the Master who gave them 
this Work to do in His name. Like Christ, 
they will be called THE ENEMIES OF THE 
CHURCH & of Religion." SM 1:70,73.
* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * 
"He who refuses to seek for Life, who will 
not search the Scriptures to see what is 
Truth, lest he should be CONDEMNED in his 
practices, will be left to BLINDNESS of 
mind & to the DECEPTIONS of Satan." 313.
* * * * * * * ********** * * * * 

"Through the atoning Blood of Christ the 
Sinner is set Free from Bondage and' 
C0NDEMATI0N.""When you TURN AWAY from 
the broken Cisterns that can hold nd'VI a ter 
************** * SM 1:330. 
"Let the MESSAGE be heard through human 
Agents REBUKING carelssness, backsliding, 
and sin, that the people may be brought’ 
to REPENTANCE & CONFESSION of Sin." 380.
* * * * * * * * * * * * ****** * * * 
(And now,, let us lift up our Hearts and 
Thank God for these precious Testimonies, 
that - if heeded, would turn away a multi
tude of Evil - and Prepare us for that

.. Great Day of God Almighty. Amen.)


